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Pamela V is a fully custom superyacht created for an

flared bow enhance the comfort levels even further.

experienced owner in partnership with two leading lights in

Pamela V is as ‘green’ as a motoryacht can be thanks to

the design world. Drawn by Diana Yacht Design with an

her Energy Storage System and the use of lithium ion

interior by the legendary Jacques Grange, Pamela V is a

batteries for quiet mooring. In addition to low fuel

testimony to timeless quality. She has a remarkable volume

consumption and a highly impressive range of 5700 nautical

for a 45m yacht and an outstanding array of facilities.

miles on 60,000 litres of fuel, Pamela V‘s exceptionally low

The combination of a canoe stern, large keel and low profile

noise levels add to her peaceful progress.

offer superior course stability while her nine-metre beam and
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Understated chic is the best way to describe an interior that

Smart design and a seriously sleek profile ensure sufficient

synthesises a natural and light environment. A careful choice

visibility for the captain from the helm without jeopardising

of mahogany, unpolished oak and natural stone blends with

Pamela V’s low lines.

a subdued palette of colours and hand-woven fabrics to

On the lower deck the absence of a lazarette (due to

create the ultimate Gentleman’s Yacht.

the canoe stern) adds three extra metres to the guest

With the ‘bridge deck’ entirely devoted to the owners,

accommodations, which has resulted in four very spacious

the main deck is home to a raised wheelhouse forward in

suites, five fine crew quarters and comfortable crew mess

addition to the lounge, dining room, galley and nanny cabin

with galley for daily cooking.

further aft.
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The fact that the owners have their own private upper deck

This intimate space captures the essence of Pamela V’s

is unusual for a boat this size, as of course is the fabulous

refined and graceful interior that features beautiful sofas and

location of the full beam master stateroom. 180 degree

chairs, custom mahogany dining tables, touches of precious

panoramic views, was a dream the owner had from the start

Macassar wood in bespoke coffee tables, and handpicked

for the owner's stateroom, as well as total privacy which is

lamps and artisanal furniture. Sliding doors with large glass

achieved with his and and her’s bathrooms and his private

panes lead to the outside deck area with outdoor movie

study. The owner’s lounge is situated aft and features both

screen, dining table up to 14 people and the owner’s deck

a seating and dining area with elliptical dining table up to

passageway.

12 people.
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Facilities
Pamela V has an astonishing amount of tender storage for

behind an invisible hatch, with launching via two sliding

a yacht that is under 500 GT and without a lazarette in

davits. All this makes for hugely generous al fresco dining

the traditional position - and none of it impacts the out-

and relaxation facilities. The lower deck aft is fully shaded,

side areas, which are completely free across all three decks.

the owner's deck is half covered while the sun deck is left

Utilising the long foredeck and extra volume generated by

open, ensuring that every choice of activity is catered for

the raised wheelhouse, a garage in the bow houses two

at any time. As a result, twelve people can cruise extended

dinghies and lots of watersport equipment.

periods onboard Pamela V in genuine space and comfort.

A bay on the starboard side conceals a custom 8.10m tender
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Specifications Pamela V
Sun Deck

Owner's Deck

Main Deck

Construction

Grade A steel hull with
aluminium superstructure

Classifications

Lloyds * +100A1 SSC Yacht Mono
G6 *, UMS and MCA UK

With a shipbuilding tradition beginning in the eighteenth

Naval Architecture

Diana Yacht Design BV

century, Hakvoort Shipyard has built fourty five luxury yachts

Exterior design

Diana Yacht Design BV

Interior Design

Jacques Grange

Stabilisers

VT Naiad, model 621CP

Reintjes WAF 542L

Steering Gear

VDV Y030-35 and ADK Electronics

Hakvoort has grown in recognition among the world’s

2x Kohler 100EFOZD, 99 kw
@1500 rpm 1 x Kohler 50EFOZD,
50 kw @1500 rpm With Energy
Storage System and lithium ion
batteries

Bow Thrusters

Jastram, 80kW BU10

most knowledgeable clients, naval architects, and designers.

Speed

max 14 knots and long range
cruising speed of 10 kts

Communications

Range

5,700 nautical miles

Fuel capacity:

60,000 ltr. / 15,852 gallons

Fresh water capacity:

12,000 ltr. / 3,170 gallons

Watermakers

Idromar Duplex MC8,
5.000 liter each

LOA

44.9 m / 147'3 ft.

LWL

38,5 m / 126’3 ft.

Beam

9 m / 30’5 2 ft.

Draft

2.9 m / 9’5 ft.

Displacement

461 tonnes

Main engines

2 x MTU diesel engines type
8V4000 60R, each with an MCR of
700 kW at 1600 rpm

Gearbox
Generators

over the past three decades. Starting with a series of
aluminium Striker sportfishermen and the yacht Tonga,

Control & Monitoring Dekasis Ships Alarm System
Fire control

Recreational
Equipment

Ultra Fog Watermist and Novec
in engine room
High Speed satellite data,
including wireless network and
UHF call forwarding
8.1 m custom built carbon tender,
hard-bottom tender with a 115 hp
out board engine, a inflatable (crew)
tender with 15 hp outboard engine,
two laser sailboats and a diving
compressor with four bottles

The superb quality of Hakvoort yachts is also recognized by
the International Superyacht Society, Showboats and Boat
International. The yachts Lady Marina (1994), Freesia (1998),

Spada (1999), Solaia (2000), Campbell Bay (2002), Saga
(2002), Perle Bleue (2007), My Trust (2008), MY SnowbirD
(2011) and Pamela V (2011) have been nominated as finalist
for a reward and seven of them won in their class.

Technical space
under wheel house

Cabin Deck

We built a light steel hull and aluminium superstructure that, together with a sleek underwater body and a small entrance
angle, which is even more efficient than her designers expected. The installation of the Energy Storage System (ESS)

Located in the classic Dutch town of Monnickendam,

with three generators ensure the right (combination of) generators are used for the actual electrical requirements.

Hakvoort’s facilities have expanded to meet market demand,

The amount of soot generated by the engines is much lower, which in turn radically reduces the yacht’s maintenance

and it now builds yachts up to 63 metres, with all wood

requirements. The ESS is also linked to two batteries, which allows it to store energy more efficiently. The energy

joinery requirements created by its own fine furniture shop,

stored in the lithium ion batteries is used for the short periods when extra electrical power is required, avoiding the

Unlimited Interiors.

need to start an additional generator, even when connected to the shore.
< Hakvoort Shipyard, Monnickendam

Quality yachts since 1919
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